Four-story office building approved

City council OKs erection after appeal

By David Holbrook

The San Luis Obispo City Council voted Tuesday to allow construction of a four-story office building on the corner of Monterey and Toro Streets. The council's action upheld an appeal by local developers of an Architectural Review Commission's (ARC) earlier decision to deny plans for the project. The commission cited conflicts between the scale of the building and its location, an area where most of the buildings are single-story and where some residences remain.

The approximately 9,000 square-foot building will contain two stories of office space over two parking levels. The lowest level will be partially below ground level, making the building about three and one-half stories tall from ground level.

In a previous meeting the council expressed concerns about street-level retail space, which they said was necessary, given the high pedestrian traffic on Monterey Street. Since then, modifications have been made to the original plan.

A presentation by architect Brian Starr, who made the appeal proposal, showed that a maximum amount of retail space at the ground floor level had been added to attract pedestrians. A patio area will also be made between the building and the sidewalk, Starr said, for a restaurant or coffee shop.

“If (a project like this) is inappropriate anywhere,” Starr said, “then this area, in the center of town, near the county government center, surrounded with commercial and office spaces and convenient to other businesses and transportation, is the appropriate place.”

Coalition to oppose oil drilling

Group invites public to take part this Sunday

By Deborah Holley

Hands Across Our Beaches wants you.

This is the message from members of a local coalition inviting the public to join them in opposing offshore oil drilling.

On Sunday, Oct. 7, people are asked to hike, bike, walk or carpool to one of seven local beaches and join hands to signify public desire to protect coastal waters.

“People treat the ocean like it’s inexhaustible,” said Neil Langford, grassroots leader and event coordinator. “If it dies, we die.”

The total amount of oil available in our area would supply our country for less than 30 days, Langford said. “We don’t need to spoil our ocean for that.”

The coalition stated its mission simply: “Our country’s coastline is vital to local residents and the more than 50,000 people who use our beaches every year,” it says. “Protecting the health of our coastline, keeping it clean and safe from offshore development is an immediate concern for all of us who love the Central Coast.”

The event will begin at noon with speakers at various beach locations, live music and time for picnicking.

At 1 p.m., participants will form a line as the event’s theme song, Alabama’s “Pass It On Down,” is played at all locations and on radio. People are invited to play musical instruments, sing or read poetry at this time. At 2 p.m., everyone will join hands and there will be a national media flyover.

Ann Steel, event coordinator, said that Hands Across Our Beaches has been in contact with the environmental group Greenpeace. She said Greenpeace attorneys are tentatively scheduled to be in the area on Saturday to assist in drawing up a plan of action to stall oil drilling developments.

“We want to make it as hard and as expensive for these guys (oil interests) as possible,” Steel said.

San Diego’s Mission Beach is also staging Hands Across Our Beaches at the same time Sunday to demonstrate support for the Central Coast’s protest.

The coalition’s most recent meeting, attended by more than 25 people, applauded the gesture from San Diego. The consensus of the group was that the Central Coast is a beautiful area and should be kept that way.

Also represented at the meeting were Marine Sanctuary concerns.

John von Reis, county energy division manager, said that the Marine Sanctuary is a different way of looking at the waters off the coast.

“We need to look at protection of living resources,” he said.

Von Reis said that the San Luis Obispo County Board of Supervisors supports Marine Sanctuary, and that he hopes people who attend Sunday’s protest will also support it.

A proclamation has been issued by Lt. Governor Leo McCarthy in support of Hands Across Our Beaches, as well as proclamations from six local cities.

See BEACHES, page 9

Former UC Berkeley chancellor helps Poly plan future

Heyman holds open forum with faculty, university officials

By Scott Abbott

A leader in the planning and future direction of higher education fielded questions Tuesday afternoon from Cal Poly administrators and faculty.

Related story on page 10

Michael Heyman, former chancellor of the University of California at Berkeley, answered questions that ranged from how to make students graduate in four years to how to make Cal Poly’s faculty more racially diverse.

The planning session, held in University Union and designed to aid the Cal Poly administration in attaining its future goals.

“As far as CSUs are concerned, Cal Poly is very highly thought of,” Heyman said. “If you go to Sacramento, the places that are talked about are San Francisco (State), San Diego (State) and Cal Poly.”

A major problem addressed by Heyman

See HEYMAN, page 11

Richard Heyman, former chancellor of UC Berkeley, took part in an afternoon planning session with Cal Poly President Warren Baker and other administrative officials.
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Patchy morning fog, clearing inland by noon.
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Students need room for learning

Lines at Jullian's that stretch out the door, CAPTURE busy for days at a time, and that now resemble the parking lots because students have to wait until someone pulls out to get a space — all of these are understandable, as long as we don't keep them from trying to access the classroom. These phone calls may represent people who call the department more than once, or add students who need to be added to the class. If an error is found, please contact the appropriate editor at 756-1143.

Accuracy is a fundamental aspect of journalism. Although facts are checked daily, errors do occur. Fan error is found, please contact the appropriate editor at 756-1143.

The administration admitted a few weeks ago that the university is taking a serious look at some of the problems which face students, including scheduling and prolonged graduation dates. The administration administered a few weeks ago that Cal Poly students are staying at the university longer than expected because many are unable to get required classes to graduate. The university is trying to cope with the problem by hiring more G.E. classes.

The university is currently taking a serious look at some of the problems which face students, including scheduling and prolonged graduation dates. The administration administered a few weeks ago that Cal Poly students are staying at the university longer than expected because many are unable to get required classes to graduate. The university is trying to cope with the problem by hiring more G.E. classes.

The English department offers writing classes of no more than 25 students. Ideally the number would be between 20 and 25 students. I think I am safe in saying that ideal numbers in the classroom will never be seen at a state university. This dilemma ties into the fact that as enrollment increases, teachers must bear most of the burden. Teachers are not paid higher salaries for increased amounts of work due to more students, but are expected to carry the burden, just as students are being asked to teach it out of their own.

For the 1989-90 school year, the student to teacher ratio was 17 to 1 at Cal Poly. This number varies from department to department depending upon the number of G.E. classes offered by the department. For example, in the School of Agriculture, the student to teacher ratio is 24 to 1 with only one G.E. class offered to non-agriculture majors under the F-requirement.

The political science department carries many sections of G.E. classes required by all majors. The department has carried up to 25 sections a quarter of combined classes. In turn, the student to teacher ratio for these classes is 200 to 1. Long said the over-enrollment has put a lot of stress on the students and pressure on the faculty. I don't like the odds. Whether or not a department offers many G.E. classes or none, the students to teacher ratios must be evened out.

Regardless of who is responsible, the over-population in the classrooms can effect a student's ability to learn. It is too bad that the students are put at a disadvantage because they attended a campus that has since become over-enrolled.

The newspaper for Cal Poly, since 1916.
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Hussein makes first visit since invasion

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — President Sad­ dam Hussein of Iraq visited Kuwait on Wednesday, meeting with military com­ manders and officials appointed by Baghdad to govern the occupied emirate, the Iraqi News Agency said.

It was the Iraqi leader's first reported visit to what Baghdad now calls Iraq's 19th prov­ince since the Aug. 2 invasion.

Saddam also met with Iraqi troops "and talked to the fighters who confirmed their ever-readiness to sacrifice for Iraq and the Arab nation and defeat all evil attempts to desecrate our sacred land," INA reported.

Thousands celebrate end of East Germany

LEIPZIG, Germany (AP) — Ilse Mueller Wednesday gently placed a little red can­

sion.

said of four decades of Communist oppres­

sion next to Leipzig's St. Nicholas Church,

Germany's quiet revolution.
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FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) — A

record store owner today was found guilty of

obscene for selling a record by the con­

troversial rap group 2 Live Crew.

Jurors deliberated less than three hours

before convicting Charles Freeman on a

misdemeanor obscenity charge. He was ar­

rested by undercover county sheriff's depu­

ties June 8 for selling the Miami rap group's

album "As Nasty As They Wanna Be" in his

E-C Records store.

Freeman could get a year in jail and a

$1,000 fine.

"It doesn't represent my community where

E-C Records is," Freeman shouted as he left

the courthouse. "It's unfair. The jury was all

white. They don't know where E-C Records

is. They don't know a thing about the

ghetto."

Prosecutors contended the album exceeds

the limits of community standards and free

speech with explicit and sometimes violent

references to sex. Freeman was sentenced two

days after U.S. District Judge Jose Gonzalez

ruled the lyrics were obscene.

House passes bill to expand immigration

WASHINGTON (AP) — The House, defy­

ing a presidential veto threat, approved

a dramatic expansion of im­
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Police raid nets five in cruel gang beating

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Five alleged

gang members were arrested during a

neighborhood police raid following the brutal

beating of a man who tried to retrieve his

son's stolen bicycle, officers said.

More than 50 officers seized baseball bats

and clubs as well as loaded firearms and

clothing apparently stained with blood dur­

ing Tuesday's raid of seven homes. Also con­

fiscated was a bicycle matching the descrip­

tion of the one stolen from the victim's 11-­

year-old son.
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migration into this country with a stress on bringing in more skilled workers and unifying families.

"This will make America's economy more competitive while protecting American workers," Rep. Bruce Morrison, D-Conn., the sponsor, said following House approval of the measure, 231-192.

Supporters say the bill would reunify families while bringing in skilled workers and sharpening U.S. competitiveness in global markets. The Bush administration claims it would open the gates too wide.
## CALENDAR

### out-of-town

For more information, call the following numbers:
- **Ticketron**
  - Santa Luis Obispo, Gottschalk's (Central Coast Plaza)
  - Bay Area, (415)392-7459
- **Bass**/Ticketmaster
  - Bay Area, (415)762-2777
  - Los Angeles, (213)460-3232

### SANTA BARBARA/VENTURA

- **Gallagher**, Oct. 10 & 11, Ventura Concert Theatre
- **Dave Stewart and the Spiritual Cowboys**, Nov. 1-3, Ventura County Theatre
- **Chris Isaak**, Nov. 3, Ventura Concert Theatre
- **Billy Idol**, Oct. 19, Ventura Concert Pavilion
- **Bill Bruford**, Oct. 18, The Strand

### BAY AREA

- **Engelbert Humperdinck**, Oct. 5, Concord Pavilion
- **William Phillips**, Oct. 7, Concord Pavilion
- **Carlos Santana**, Oct. 7, Greek Theatre
- **Joe Satriani**, Oct. 11, Luther Burbank (Santa Rosa), Oct. 12, The Event Center Arena (MNR)
- **Concert Pavilion**
- **Chicago**, Oct. 15-16, Caesar’s Tahoe
- **Oingo Boingo**, Oct. 26,27 & 28, Irvine Meadows (Anaheim)
- **Billy Idol**, Oct. 24, Forum (Inglewood); Oct. 27, 30, The Roxy
- **Bill Bruford**, Oct. 18, The Strand
- **Oingo Boingo**, Oct. 13, Coach House (San Diego); Oct. 15, Concord Pavilion
- **Chicago**, Oct. 15-16, Caesar’s Tahoe
- **Oingo Boingo**, Oct. 26,27 & 28, Irvine Meadows (Anaheim)
- **Billy Idol**, Oct. 24, Forum (Inglewood); Oct. 27, 30, The Roxy
- **Social Distortion**, Oct. 13, UC Irvine
- **James Taylor**, Oct. 10, The Strand (Redondo Beach); Oct. 11, Riverside Hop
- **Bill Bruford**, Oct. 18, The Strand
- **Oingo Boingo**, Oct. 13, Coach House; Oct. 20, Cove Palace (San Francisco)
- **Ringo Starr**, Oct. 18, The Strand
- **James Taylor**, Oct. 20, Shoreline Amphitheatre (Mountain View); Oct. 21, Concord Pavilion
- **Kenny G.** with Michael Bolton, Oct. 22, Shoreline Amphitheatre
- **Linda Ronstadt with the Neville Brothers**, Oct. 22, Shoreline Amphitheatre; Oct. 23, Concord Pavilion
- **San Francisco Jazz Festival ’90**, Oct. 25-Nov. 4
- **Linda Ronstadt with the Neville Brothers**, Oct. 22, Shoreline Amphitheatre; Oct. 23, Concord Pavilion
- **San Francisco Jazz Festival ’90**, Oct. 25-Nov. 4

### LOS ANGELES

- **Oingo Boingo**, Oct. 26, 27 & 28, Irvine Meadows Amphitheatre (Irvine)
- **Papa Diamin**, Oct. 26, 27 & 28, Irvine Meadows Amphitheatre (Irvine)
- **Papa Diamin**, Oct. 26, 27 & 28, Irvine Meadows Amphitheatre (Irvine)
- **Martha Reeves & the Vandellas**, Oct. 13, The Strand
- **James Taylor**, Oct. 13, Pacific Amphitheatre; Oct. 18, Universal Amphitheatre (Las Vegas)
- **Bill Bradley**, Oct. 19, The Strand
- **Les樂», Oct. 19, Greek Theatre
- **Mary’s Danzah**, Oct. 20, Bug’s
- **Billy Idol**, Oct. 24, Forum (Inglewood); Oct. 27, Pacific Amphitheatre
- **Fats Domino**, Oct. 26, Celebrity Theatre (Anaheim)
- **Oingo Boingo**, Oct. 26, 27 & 28, Irvine Meadows Amphitheatre
- **Dave Stewart and the Spiritual Cowboys**, Oct. 30, The Bay
- **The Rounders**, Oct. 31, The Strand
- **Robert Plant, the Black Crowes**, Oct. 31 & Nov. 1, Universal Amphitheatre
- **Judie Girls**, Nov. 5, Whiter Theatre
- **Eino Phillips**, Nov. 5, The Strand, Nov. 3, Coach House
- **The Live Crew**, Nov. 9, Celebrity Theatre
- **Toucey Power**, Nov. 10, Riverside Hop
- **Basia**, Nov. 17, Pacific Amphitheatre
- **Dwight Yoakam**, Nov. 16, Universal Amphitheatre
- **The Temptations, Four Tops**, Dec. 9, Celebrity Theatre
- **Chris Isaak**, Dec. 31, Coach House

### SANTA CRUZ

- **Steve Earle**, Oct. 11, Coach House
- **Ray Charles**, Oct. 12, Coach House
- **Diana Ross**, Oct. 15-16, Caesar’s Tahoe
- **John Mayall**, Oct. 16, Big Music (Anaheim)
- **Oingo Boingo**, Oct. 13, Great America
- **Chicago**, Oct. 12-14, Caesar’s Tahoe
- **Carlos Santana**, Oct. 7, Greek Theatre
- **Wilson Phillips**, Oct. 7, Concord Pavilion
- **Engelbert Humperdinck**, Oct. 5, Concord Pavilion
- **Chicago**, Oct. 15-16, Caesar’s Tahoe
- **Social Distortion**, Oct. 13, UC Irvine
- **Modest English**, Oct. 25, Coach House
- **Oingo Boingo**, Oct. 26,27 & 28, Irvine Meadows (Anaheim)

### SANTA BARBARA/VENTURA

- **Bass**/Ticketmaster
- **Bass**/Ticketmaster
- **Bass**/Ticketmaster

---

### Crossing out the X: SLO reacts to film industry rating change

**By Natalie Guerrero**

Same movie classifications — adult themes — but just a new title. But the new twist for filmmakers is the ability to market these movies to any theatre without being tainted "X-rated."

Movies formerly rated 'X' are now called NC-17, no children under 17 can be admitted.

Last week's decision from the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) to change its controversial X-rating has spurred debate among local theatre managers, students and church officials.

"Its great," said Jim Dee, manager of the Palm Theatre. "The X-rating has become useless since pornographic directors and movies basically have taken over that rating system.""I believe NC-17 will give the directors and producers a chance to release an adult film in its original form or tone it down for an R-rated movie," said Dor Leonard, Mission Theatre manager.

Both the Palm and Mission theatres are willing to show NC-17 movies. In the past, both theatres have shown movies with an X-rating, but have provided and displayed information about the mature material and subjects dealt in the movies. They plan to continue this informational approach with the NC-17 films.

But not everyone is pleased with the NC-17 decision. A statement issued by the communication leaders of the U.S. Catholic Conference and the National Council of Churches, which includes Newman Catholic Center said that a new NC-17 rating is not for movies and another way for adult-themed movies to make more money.

Rev. Vince Walsh from the Newman Catholic Center said that a rating system is helpful for people and parents to make wise judgement calls. See NC-17, page 8

### Ghostly music from a Poly student

**By Mara Wildfeuer**

A Cal Poly student has been planning for Halloween for close to one year — but he’s been working on a record, not a costume.

Construction management senior Dave Della Santa has created a Halloween-themed single called "Boogie Man."
The single, produced by Steve Masters, a disc jockey on KITS Radio 105 in San Francisco, will be released by Oct. 12.

"I sent the demo tape in a pumpkin to Steve and he liked it," Della Santa said.

"I really great" Halloween tune and music. The song has been working on a record for close to one year — but he’s been working on a record, not a costume.

Construction management senior Dave Della Santa has created a Halloween-themed single called "Boogie Man."

The single, produced by Steve Masters, a disc jockey on KITS Radio 105 in San Francisco, will be released by Oct. 12.

"I sent the demo tape in a pumpkin to Steve and he liked it," Della Santa said.

"I really great" Halloween tune and music. It’s great. The song has been working on a record for close to one year — but he’s been working on a record, not a costume.

Calling himself 'Scream Therapist,' Masters said.

If the single sells well, Masters and Della Santa may collaborate on a Halloween album.

"It’s great," said Jim Dee, manager of the Palm Theatre. "The X-rating has become useless since pornographic directors and movies basically have taken over that rating system."

"I believe NC-17 will give the directors and producers a chance to release an adult film in its original form or tone it down for an R-rated movie," said Dor Leonard, Mission Theatre manager.

Both the Palm and Mission theatres are willing to show NC-17 movies. In the past, both theatres have shown movies with an X-rating, but have provided and displayed information about the mature material and subjects dealt in the movies. They plan to continue this informational approach with the NC-17 films.

But not everyone is pleased with the NC-17 decision.

A statement issued by the communication leaders of the U.S. Catholic Conference and the National Council of Churches, which includes Newman Catholic Center said that a new NC-17 rating is not for movies and another way for adult-themed movies to make more money.

"Its great," said Jim Dee, manager of the Palm Theatre. "The X-rating has become useless since pornographic directors and movies basically have taken over that rating system."

"I believe NC-17 will give the directors and producers a chance to release an adult film in its original form or tone it down for an R-rated movie," said Dor Leonard, Mission Theatre manager.

Both the Palm and Mission theatres are willing to show NC-17 movies. In the past, both theatres have shown movies with an X-rating, but have provided and displayed information about the mature material and subjects dealt in the movies. They plan to continue this informational approach with the NC-17 films.

But not everyone is pleased with the NC-17 decision.

A statement issued by the communication leaders of the U.S. Catholic Conference and the National Council of Churches, which includes Newman Catholic Center said that a new NC-17 rating is not for movies and another way for adult-themed movies to make more money.
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From page 5
on another single and, possibly, an album. "Dave has got as good a chance as anyone (to succeed), but he's got to have a hit song," Masters said. "It's successful already to me."

Della Santa estimated the cost of the project at $4,000. "Masters paid for the promotion, and I paid for the production," Della Santa said. For the last five years at Cal Poly, Della Santa has played with several local bands: Brave New World, Soma and DV8. He is currently putting together a new band called "Scream Therapy," which is also the name of the single.

Della Santa hopes to play in clubs and parties in San Luis Obispo and eventually set up a commercial music company to make music for TV and radio commercials.
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Angela will perform at 8 p.m. at Alan Hancock College in Santa Maria. The company was founded by dancer/choreographers Dennon & Sayhber Rawles who have worked with T.V. specials and feature films such as Staying Alive with John Travolta. The performance is in the Marian Performing Arts Theater. Admission is $8 in advance and $9 at the door. Tickets can be purchased by calling the box office at 922-8313 or (800)221-6966, ext. 213.

El Teatro de la Esperanza, a San Francisco-based bilingual theater company, will bring its popular comedy to the Cal Poly Theatre at 8 p.m. For tickets and reservations, call the Cal Poly Theatre Ticket Office at 756-1421 between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. on weekdays and until curtain time on Oct. 6.

Trees of Mystery will perform at SLO Brewing for a $4 cover charge.

"The Orange Grove" plays again tonight. See Calendar, Oct. sun., oct 7

The 3rd annual Afternoon of Jazz, featuring jazz fusion group FATTBURGER, begins today at 1 p.m. until dusk at Martin Brothers’ Winery in Paso Robles. Special guests include Higher Feelings, Trees of Mystery and Bubba Ramsey. Bring your lawn chairs and enjoy live jazz, good food and wine. Admission is free for children under 12 and $10 for adults. Tickets can be purchased at Big Music and most Boo Boo Records locations.

In the film Young Aphrodites, Cleopatra Rota stars as Chloe, a young peasant girl who becomes the object of obsession of a shepherd boy. This 1964 Greek film about the loss of innocence screens at 7:30 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium in the U.U. at Cal Poly. Tickets are $4 for adults and $3 for students and seniors, and are available at the door.

DanceBrazil, a company of dancers, singers and musicians performs at 8 p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre. The 30-member company is known for its martial arts and acrobatic dances. Tickets for the performance are $16 and $14 for adults.

Dracula continues to haunt audiences at The Great American Melodrama & Vaudeville in Oceano through Nov. 1. The play can be seen every Wednesday through Sunday with two shows on Saturday. For reservations and information, call (805)489-2499.

The University Union Galerie is hosting an exhibit "New Platinum Images The Platypus Group" through Oct. 14. Galerie hours are Tuesday and Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Thursday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; and weekends, noon to 4 p.m.
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Has your Rabbit been limping around town lately? Is your Fox acting a little sheepish? Your Beetle flying on one wing? Maybe it's time for a tune-up.
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BEACHES
From page 1 governments. The cities of Arroyo Grande, Pismo Beach, Grover City, Morro Bay, the SLO Harbor Commission and the County of San Luis Obispo are all supporting the event.
Their proclamations state, in part, that all citizens are encouraged to join the Hands Across Our Beaches grouping.
Endorsers and supporters include Evelyn Delaney and David Blakeley, county supervisors, Dick Morrow, Pismo Beach mayor, RoseMarie Sheetz, Morro Bay mayor, Sierra Clubs statewide. Earth Day Coalition and Mothers for Peace.
The coalition asks that people try to carpool as much as possible to Avila Beach, Cayucos, Grover City, Morro Bay, Oceano, Pismo Beach and San Simeon/Cambria. People can call 541-CREST for ride sharing information. Other suggestions include bringing warm clothing, a chair and a picnic and taking all trash home.
Michael Ambrose, Cuesta College student and hike coordinator, said that he will be leading hikers along the cliffs at Montana de Oro. He said that the location is beautiful, and he would like to see a good turnout there.
Also, assistance is needed at each location for child activities, emergency medical, traffic control and signature collection. Those interested in helping can call 543-4296.
Langford, who will lead the Pismo Beach group, said that she foresees people lined up along the beaches Sunday as far as one can see, and that everyone who participates will make the vision of stopping oil drilling off the California Coast a reality.
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REGISTER TO WIN
1 FREE ROUNDTrip TICKET
TO LONDON !!!!!!!

Gulliver's Travel Centre
STUDENT TRAVEL SPECIALISTS
ENTRY DEADLINE EXTENDED TO
OCTOBER 15, 1990 AT 5:00PM
Come in and enter our drawing for 1 FREE
roundtrip ticket from LA to London
on VIRGIN ATLANTIC AIRWAYS - through STA.
(MUST HAVE VALID STUDENT I.D./RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY)
755 SANTA ROSA ST., S.L.O.
546-8612 541-4141
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Sandy's
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Over 200 Domestic & Foreign Beers
LARGE Selection of Wines
GREAT Deli Sandwiches
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BE READY FOR THE GRE
Cliffs Test Preparation Guide can help you score higher. This easy-to-use guide gives you comprehensive preparation including practice tests, answers and thorough explanations. So make sure you're ready for this important test, get a Cliffs Test Preparation Guide today. Titles available for ACT, CED (5 vol.), GMAT, GRE, NTE, PSAT, SAT and ESSAY EXAM.
Always save 10% on Cliffs Notes & Guides at El Corral Bookstore
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Heyman shares thoughts on integration

Poly can learn from Berkeley's minority policy

By Aaron Nix

Heyman attributed the change in student demographics largely to the influx of minorities to California. However, changes in the admissions process are equally responsible for the increasing proportion of minority students, he stated.

"During the '70s, the entire process had to be altered to allow for those under-represented students who showed potential," Heyman said. "We accepted some minority students who were not in the usual top 12 percent of graduating high school seniors."

There's a good reason your Collegiate Reps know how students think.

They’re students.

When it comes to knowing what it takes to get your work done, Collegiate Reps know where you're coming from.

They can demonstrate how easily you can use an IBM Personal System/2 to write papers and create graphics and spreadsheets for your classes.

They can answer your questions and help recommend the right matches for you from the affordable line of IBM PS/2.

To find out what an IBM PS/2 can do for you, come in, or call someone who thinks just like you do.

Heyman attributed the change in student demographics largely to the influx of minorities to California. However, changes in the admissions process are equally responsible for the increasing proportion of minority students, he stated.

"During the '70s, the entire process had to be altered to allow for those under-represented students who showed potential," Heyman said. "We accepted some minority students who were not in the usual top 12 percent of graduating high school seniors."

By the beginning of the next decade, however, that practice was changed to draw in the most qualified students from all ethnic groups, he said.

"Now all students, drawn from the acceptable pool," Heyman said. "Last year the median grades for entering white and Asian students was 4.0, and for blacks and Hispanics it was 3.5. What we are seeing at Berkeley is no longer a disparate difference in students but rather an overall pool of striving achievers."

Still, there are those who question the standards for admission.
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But some residents of the area expressed disapproval of the project, citing the building's height and possible contribution to traffic congestion along Toro Street.

Denise Gingg, of 969 Toro St., said the "building is too high for the area and out of character with the neighborhood."

She said that traffic from trucks that deliver cars to the nearby auto dealerships already pose hazardous traffic conditions and the building will compound those conditions.

Councilmembers, however, generally approved of the modifications made by Starr and heralded the project as a first step towards the redevelopment of upper Monterey Street.

"I think this area is in transition," said councilmember Penny Rapp. "I think that through our general plan update we are going to see COUNCIL, page 11
BERKELEY
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ccepting even those students in the acceptable pool of applicants, those in the top 12 percent. Heyman attributes much of the friction with the admissions process and the fierce competition it creates to Berkeley's growth in recent years.

"In 1974, virtually everyone who applied to Berkeley was accepted. Last year, 16 percent of applicants were accepted. In that kind of competitive atmosphere, those students who are going to be understandably bitter," he said.

Most of those who criticize the admissions criteria feel the university is not setting appropriate standards. Heyman said, basing student ac-
tachment solely on academic worth.

"They are missing the point," he said. "The goal of a university is to seek a broad range of students.

Heyman pointed out some sim-
ilarities in the way Cal State Berkeley is facing to those happening at Cal Poly. He said many things could have been learned from Berkeley's experiences and the studies being conducted there to tackle the problem of integration.

Some useful suggestions have resulted from those studies, Heyman said. He cited some of the recommendations:

• Organize groups of 10 to 15 students and faculty members to meet and discuss the progress of integration efforts on campus.

• Give support to single and cross-ethnic support groups.

• Demystify the admissions pro-
cess by releasing reports on fig-
ures for all students.

Heyman said the steps being taken by Berkeley would be ap-
licable at Cal Poly because of a certain kinship that exists between the two schools.

"Both schools are the most selective in their systems, so some of their problems are very similar," he said. "They have im-
ituated a diverse student body and are on the light of a great deal of fear that the diversification has been achieved, integration must also take place."
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"You can't possibly be a good teacher unless you're at the forefront of research," Heyman said. "Professors in technology should be abreast of what is going on in the university in order to have original thoughts."

Another problem facing higher education, Heyman said, is creating more racial integration in the university faculties so that appropriate architecture in the future. He also expressed concern about admissions criteria feel the university is not setting appropriate standards. Heyman said, basing student ac-
tachment solely on academic worth.
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AT VANS,
WE NEVER CUT CORNERS
ON OUR QUALITY,
HANDMADE SHOES.

BUT YOU CAN.
NOW OPEN IN
SAN LUIS OBISPO!
Celebrate with savings, by bringing your half off
coupon to California's newest Vans Shoe Store
conveniently located in the Madonna Plaza at:

VANS MADONNA PLAZA
221 Madonna Rd. #219
(805) 541-9190

HALF OFF YOUR SECOND PAIR OF VANS!
Now through Monday, October 8, when you buy one pair of Vans at their regular price, you can take 1/2 off any second pair.
Offer limited to stock on hand, and no returns or exchanges.